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ABSTRACT

Context. The problem is in the design, development, maintenance and commissioning of interoperable dependable systems using on the Internet of Things based on von Neumann paradigm of “building reliable systems from unreliable components” for dependable service-oriented systems and infrastructures.
Objective. The goals of the paper are in the development of concepts and principles and assessment technologies for creation and maintenance of complex critical systems based on Internet of Things (IoT) as well as implementation of research in various domains.
Method. In the paper the concept of development of dependable systems on the basis of the Internet of things is described. The multi-sectoral analysis of methods and models of reliability and cybersecurity (dependability) evaluation of information and control systems of critical applications using the Internet of things has been performed for different domains: power, healthcare, industrial, etc. The analysis has shown that some software failures and malfunctions, cyberattacks and consequences of influence of attacks are identical for all domains, but there are specific features for each domain, which are necessary to consider at working out of methodology of maintenance of dependability of reliability of systems of critical applications using the Internet of things.
Results. The developed conception, methods, tools and technologies for the creation and implementation of dependable information & control systems for critical applications based on the Internet of Things.
Conclusions. The paper proposes a conception that includes a set of scientific and applied tasks for the development of methods, tools and technologies for the creation and implementation of dependable information & analytical and information & control systems for critical applications based on the Internet of Things. The prospects for further research may include the detailing of the developed models, methods and technologies to ensure the dependability of complex information & control systems for critical applications based on the Internet of Things.
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ABBREVIATIONS
DDoS – Distributed Denial of Services;
ICSIoT – Information & Control Systems based on Internet of Things;
ICT – Information and Communication Technologies;
IoT – Internet of Things;
LAN – Local Area Network;
USB – Universal Serial Bus.

NOMENCLATURE
$\lambda$ is a failure rate or attack rate;
$\mu$ is a recovery rate;
$f(t)$ is a probability of finding the ICSIoT system in each of the states;
$ACI(t)$ is an availability function.

INTRODUCTION

One of the promising areas of modern information and telecommunication technologies development is the IoT. The infrastructure of interconnected objects, people, systems and information resources together with intelligent services allowing them to process information, combine the physical and virtual world is a paradigm of IoT, which ensures the integration of any electronic device into the Internet environment. Areas of application of IoT are information & analytical and information & control systems of manufacturing, energy, defense, transport, construction, healthcare, smart cities and buildings.

IoT-based technologies are implemented both in everyday life, where they increase comfort and quality of life, and in the so-called critical systems, which must provide a high level of reliability, safety for long-term use, and meet strict national and international standards. Information & analytical and information & control systems of critical applications (energy, aerospace and transport complexes, medical equipment and communications) based on the ICSIoT are a separate class of such systems [1]. Failures of such systems are possible due to software design defects, physical defects of hardware, attacks on system vulnerabilities. Adverse effects and attacks on vulnerabilities in ICSIoT components, software, and databases can occur at each of these levels. The target of at-
1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The purpose of the paper: development of concepts and principles, systematization of models and methods to ensure ICSIoT compliance with reliability and safety requirements, review of assessment technologies, creation and maintenance of such systems and implementation of research results of authors in creating ICSIoT in various domains.

The scientific novelty and applied task, which is solved in the work, is the development of methods, means and technologies of creation and introduction of capable information-analytical and information-control systems of critical application on the basis of the IoT.

In accordance with the purpose of the work the following tasks are solved:

1. The concept, principles of dependable ICSIoT are offered.

2. The normative profile of ICSIoT is developed, which takes into account and harmonizes the list and content of requirements of international and national standards for reliability, availability, functional and cybersecurity and modernization.

3. Mathematical models and methods for assessing the performance, availability, functionality and cybersecurity of ICSIoT, which take into account various types of failures and cyberattacks on systems, allow to analyze their functional behavior and formulate recommendations for the choice of hardware and software components, architecture, interaction protocols and more.

4. Methods of development of capable ICSIoT for various complexes (medical, power, industrial, communication, etc.) and maintenance of their reliability and safety at creation, modernization and use are offered.

5. Developed and implemented information technologies to support decision-making in the creation, modernization and maintenance of ICSIoT.

To solve the set tasks, it is necessary to create models and methods that will allow assessing the reliability, availability, and security of the system. The apparatus of Markov models has proven itself well in assessing ICSIoT system availability. The following assumptions were made when creating the models and simulations. Assumptions in Markov model development:

– current system hardware failures are subject to Poisson distribution;

– the flow of subsystem failures is governed by Poisson’s distribution law because the results of monitoring and diagnostics, antivirus software testing have corrected a secondary error (the result of the accumulation of primary errors and defects, software bookmarks) and to correct software failures or failures, troubleshooting or consequences code, attacks on DoS – and DDoS – the number of primary software defects constantly. Therefore, it is true to assume that the flow of software failures is subject to Poisson propagation, the failure rate is constant;

– the model does not take into account that the elimination of software vulnerabilities and design errors change the parameters of the failure flow (and recovery). Markov’s model theory is used to study the reliability of ICSIoT, because the failure rate of hardware and software and the presence of software vulnerabilities are constant.

The main parameters indicated on the graph of Markov model – the transition rates from one state to another: \( \lambda_{ij}, \mu_{ij} \). Several models are used to create the concept and application of dependable IoT based systems. The initial data for the models, which are used in conception, are different for different models. For the model, described in this paper, initial data are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_{1317} &= 5,7 \times 10^{-6} \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\lambda_{1517} &= 1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\lambda_{1617} &= 1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\lambda_{218} &= 1 \times 10^{-5} \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\lambda_{218} &= 1 \times 10^{-5} \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\lambda_{318} &= 1 \times 10^{-5} \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\lambda_{121} &= 5 \times 10^{-6} \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\lambda_{87} &= 2 \times 10^{-6} \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\lambda_{87} &= 2 \times 10^{-6} \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{141} &= 0,125 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{111} &= 0,5 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{32} &= 40 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{42} &= 30 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{52} &= 30 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{1513} &= 50 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{1613} &= 60 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{171} &= 0,02 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{87} &= 2 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{88} &= 30 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{101} &= 1 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{121} &= 5 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{181} &= 1 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{191} &= 0,02 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{91} &= 1 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{171} &= 1 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{188} &= 60 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{61} &= 0,02 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{2021} &= 60 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{221} &= 20 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{2113} &= 30 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{1722} &= 60 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{201} &= 40 \text{ h}^{-1}; \\
\mu_{2113} &= 20 \text{ h}^{-1}.
\end{align*}
\]

2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The analysis of known proceedings, projects and experience of such systems operation allows formulating the purpose and objectives of research conducted by the authors over the past 10 years. Currently, there are publications of many authors who have conducted research in the following areas: critical application systems reliability, IoT systems cybersecurity, Web-services dependability, critical application systems dependability, IoT systems dependability.
The issues of research and development of dependable systems were considered in the following scientific proceedings. In [1] the basic methods of modeling, design and evaluation, as well as providing dependable IoT systems described, their architecture and the particular implementation are introduced. In [2] the basic concepts of dependability are introduced, and it is shown that it combines the system’s reliability and cybersecurity, the classification of different types of failures, threats and their attributes.

In [3] the modified taxonomic scheme of system dependability taking into account the changes of functional requirements, dependability requirements, computer systems environment characteristics, including an operating cycle and levels of maintenance of fault tolerance is offered, the taxonomy of multiversion calculations in dependable systems is generalized.

The use of models allows to get a clear idea of how the system works (ICSIoT subsystem) in different situations and under the influence of various factors, including cyberattacks.

Thus, there is a large number of scientific publications that present the results of research, including analysis, evaluation and assurance of the reliability and cybersecurity of critical infrastructure systems, the dependability of these systems, as well as individual components of IoT systems. The known publications do not include generalized methodological results that would take into account certain contradictions between IoT capabilities and certain security deficiencies that may occur in their implementation in critical systems.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

The conception of interoperable systems based on the IoT is based on the well-known von Neumann paradigm of “building reliable systems from unreliable components” and its developed variants for dependable service-oriented systems and infrastructures [1].

For ICSIoT, it can be formulated as the construction of dependable IoT systems from insufficiently dependable (reliable and secure) nodes (embedded digital media, intelligent sensors, etc.), communications and cloud (server) resources in an aggressive environment with uncertain characteristics.

The scheme, which reflects the structure and interrelation of methodology elements of dependable systems, based design on the IoT, namely the concept, principles, models, methods, tools and technology, is shown in Fig. 1.

The conception of dependable systems based on the IoT is grounded on the next principles:

1. The principle of comprehensive consideration and assessment of various failure types of components, communications, services due to software defects and attacks on ICSIoT.

2. The principle of case-oriented formation and analysis and assessment of compliance with the requirements of ICSIoT dependability [11].

3. The principle of selection and implementation of measures to ensure dependability at all the life-cycle stages by the criterion – “acceptable risk – costs”.

The conception and principles are implemented through the development of relevant models and methods of assessment and dependability implementation. In particular, the following groups of models have been developed:

1. Models of ICSIoT functional behavior, which are divided into:
   a. distributed intellectual energy ICSIoT models;
   b. dynamic ICSIoT based on cybergraphs model;

2. Models of dependability which include:
   a. theoretical-multiple model of dependability assessment [13];
   b. ICSIoT dependability assessment under cyberattacks influence [14]–[16];
   c. dependability assessment taking into account the power consumption modes of ICSIoT components [24].

The use of models allows to get a clear idea of how the system works (ICSIoT subsystem) in different situations and under the influence of various factors, including cyberattacks.

The models take into account two properties of dependability – cybersecurity and reliability of ICSIoT and its subsystems considering different types of cyberattacks.

3. ICSIoT reliability and cybersecurity models, including:
   a. ontological ICSIoT cybersecurity assessment model;
Conception: Development of dependable ICSIoT based on insufficiently reliable and secure components

Principles of comprehensive consideration and assessment of various failure types of components, communications, services due to software defects and attacks on ICSIoT

- Principle of case-oriented formation and analysis and assessment of compliance with the requirements of ICSIoT dependability
- Principle of selection and implementation of measures to ensure dependability at all the life-cycle stages by the criterion “acceptable risk - costs”

Models of ICSIoT functional behavior:
- distributed intellectual energy ICSIoT models;
- dynamic ICSIoT based on cybergraphs model;
- functional behavior of medical ICSIoT model

Dependability models:
- theoretical multiple model of dependability assessment;
- ICSIoT dependability assessment under cyberattacks influence;
- dependability assessment taking into account the power consumption modes of ICSIoT components

ICSiO IoT reliability and cybersecurity models:
- ontological ICSIoT cybersecurity assessment model;
- cyber attack models on medical ICSIoT;
- medical ICSIoT preparedness model;
- readiness of wireless ICSIoT model;
- ICSIoT wired networks component readiness model

Methods
- Profiling method:
  - construction and study of models of the requirements-profile for the component properties of dependability
- Evaluation methods:
  - case-oriented assessment of cybersecurity ICSIoT
  - assessing the impact of cyberattacks
  - assessing the readiness of wireless ICSIoT
  - identification of the ICSIoT component, the most vulnerable type of attack
  - the impact of multi-attacks on the cyber infrastructure of energy ICSIoT

Software
- Software for building a hierarchical model of requirements in accordance with regulatory documents to ensure the safety of medical ICSIoT
- Software to obtain optimal variants for ensuring the safety of medical ICSIoT
- Software for checklist of safety assessment of ICSIoT

Technologies
- Technology for assessing and ensuring the dependability of medical ICSIoT
- Data processing and analysis technology to ensure the safe operation of the energy structure of ICSIoT
- ICSIoT dependability assessment technology using cases
- ICSIoT cybersecurity decision support technology

Technologies for building a model of requirements-profile for the component properties of dependability

b. cyber attack models on medical ICSIoT [17], medical ICSIoT preparedness model, taking into account attacks on vulnerabilities of infrastructure components [18];
c. availability of wireless ICSIoT model taking into account the coverage factor;
d. ICSIoT wired networks component availability model [19].

These models allow to assess separately the reliability (coefficient or availability function) of ICSIoT and its subsystems, and separately the indicators of cybersecurity of ICSIoT and its subsystems.

Security models allow to identify the requirements for cybersecurity and assess the availability of ICSIoT under the influence of cyber attacks.

Figure 1 – Structure and interrelation of methodology elements of dependable systems, based design on the IoT
These security models are the basis for a number of profiling, evaluation and assurance of ICSIoT methods. The profiling method is based on the construction and study of models of the requirements profile for the component properties of dependability [20]. Evaluation methods are based on the development and study of models of all the above types. Methods of ensuring security are based on the use of models of dependability and models of reliability and cybersecurity for ICSIoT [21].

On the basis of the profiling and evaluation methods, software tools for constructing a hierarchical model of requirements in accordance with the normative documents to ensure the safety of medical ICSIoT [21] are proposed. Based on security methods and evaluation methods, the best options for cybersecurity for the entire range of attacks have been developed [18]. Based on the profiling method and assessment methods, the software is developed for the ICSIoT security checklist assessment [20, 21].

Developed software tools have been integrated into information technology. Based on the best cybersecurity options for the entire range of attacks and the construction of a hierarchical model of requirements in accordance with regulatory documents to ensure the safety of medical ICSIoT, as well as the above relevant models and methods, the technology for assessing and ensuring the dependability of medical ICSIoT [21] was obtained.

Basing on the usage of software to form options for cybersecurity for the entire range of attacks there were proposed:

- data processing and analysis technology to ensure the safe operation of the energy structure of ICSIoT;
- ICSIoT dependability assessment technology using cases [20].

In addition, ICSIoT cybersecurity decision support technology is proposed, which is based on the use of security methods and software for ICSIoT security assessment checklists to obtain optimal cybersecurity options for the entire range of attacks [21].

4 EXPERIMENTS

To create the concept of dependable systems of critical applications based on the IoT, several models for assessing the reliability of the system, models of the functional behavior of the ICSIoT, models of reliability and cybersecurity were developed by authors of this paper. For so many models, different assumptions apply, and their input to the simulation. Based on the proposed models, methods for assessment, functional behavior, reliability and cybersecurity have been developed. Let’s consider several examples of simulation of the obtained models.

The Markov model (Fig. 2) [14] describes the states of ICSIoT, which takes into account the reliability of system’s software and hardware, attacks on the system and different modes of power consumption of the server and router. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

The Markov model considering DDoS attacks and server’s and router’s energy modes without patches on possible vulnerabilities, which has the following states: good-working state (1); the server is fully used, the hardware, that are not used, can enter the low-power mode S1 (3); sleep mode of the server with low power consumption, a computer can wake up from a keyboard input, a LAN network or USB device S2 (4); server appears off, power consumption is reduced to the lowest level S3 (5); server failure (6); switching to the backup server device after the server failure (7), restarting of the server after the software fail (8); successful DDoS attack on the server after the firewall failure (9); firewall software or hardware failure (10); attack on the power supply system after the firewall failure, that lead the failure of general power system (11); technical state of switch from the general power system after its failure on the alternative energy sources (solar, diesel generator, wind turbine) (12); router status active – sending packages with high power consumption (13); successful DDoS attack on the router (14); good-working state of the router with transmitting packets – normal idle (15); good-working state of the router without packet transmission low-power idle (16); router software or hardware failure (17); server software or hardware fail (18); router hardware or software fail (20); switching to the backup router device after the router failure (21); restarting the router software after the router software fail (22).
value of the availability function $AC(t)$ ICSIoT with normalization conditions was calculated and analyzed [14]:

$$AC(t) = P_1(t) + P_2(t) + P_3(t) + P_4(t) + P_5(t) + P_{12}(t) + \cdots + P_{15}(t) + P_{16}(t) + P_{21}(t).$$

where

$$\sum_{i=1}^{22} P_i(t) = 1; \quad P_i(0) = 1.$$

Figure 3 – Graphical dependences of $AC$ ICSIoT on rate $\lambda_{1317}$ for models with patching of firewall software vulnerabilities and without patches, if $\lambda_{1317} = 0...1 \cdot 10^{-3}$ 1/h [14]

![Graphical dependences of AC ICSIoT on rate lambda 1317](image)

Figure 4 – Graphical dependences of $AC$ ICSIoT on rate $\lambda_{26}$ with patcherization of vulnerabilities in firewall software (AC10) and server and router firewalls (ACO_14), if $\lambda_{26}$ changes values within $0...2 \cdot 10^{-3}$ 1/h [14]

![Graphical dependences of AC ICSIoT on rate lambda 26](image)

5 RESULTS

If the transition rate $\lambda_{26}$ changes from 0 to 0.001 1/h, the $AC$ value decreases from 1 to 0.99997 for the unpatched model and to 0.9999925 for the model with the firewall software patch installed (Fig. 4) [14]. The $AC$ value is decreased by 0.999945 for the model without patch. If the values of $\lambda_{1317}$ change in the range of $0...10^{-3}$ 1/h, the $AC$ value for the model with the firewall software patch will decrease from 1 to 0.999957 (Fig. 3).

Installing a patch on the firewall allows to obtain the same $AC$ values (1 ... 0.93) at $\lambda_{1317} = 0 ... 10^{-3}$ 1/h, but this value is significantly higher than without patches: $AC = 1 ... 0.9999553$.

If no patches are installed on the firewall software, then $AC$ decreases from 1 to 0.9999553 at $\lambda_{26} = 10^{-3}$ 1/h. Installing a patch on the server firewall does not significantly change the $AC$ value. If you install a patch on the firewall software, the $AC$ value increases compared to the model without patches, with the same initial data, from 0.9999553 to 0.9999925. If the transition rate $\lambda_{26}$ changes from 0 to 0.001 1/h, the $AC$ value decreases from 1 to 0.99997 for the unpatched model and to 0.9999925 for the model with the firewall software patch installed (Fig. 4).

The $AC$ value is decreased by 0.999945 for the model without patch. If the values of $\lambda_{1317}$ change in the range of $0...10^{-3}$ 1/h, the $AC$ value for the model with the firewall software patch will decrease from 1 to 0.999957 (Fig. 3).

Installing a patch on the firewall allows to obtain the same $AC$ values (1 ... 0.93) at $\lambda_{1317} = 0 ... 10^{-3}$ 1/h, but this value is significantly higher than without patches: $AC = 1 ... 0.9999553$.

If no patches are installed on the firewall software, then $AC$ decreases from 1 to 0.9999553 at $\lambda_{26} = 10^{-3}$ 1/h. Installing a patch on the server firewall does not significantly change the $AC$ value. If you install a patch on the firewall software, the $AC$ value increases compared to the model without patches, with the same initial data, from 0.9999553 to 0.9999925. If the transition rate $\lambda_{26}$ changes from 0 to 0.001 1/h, the $AC$ value decreases from 1 to 0.99997 for the unpatched model and to 0.9999925 for the model with the firewall software patch installed (Fig. 4).

6 DISCUSSION

It was researched and analyzed the function availability of ICSIoT, taking into account the reliability of components, recovery rates, and different kinds of energy modes of server and router OS, DDoS attacks on the router and the server, and setting patches on firewalls vulnerabilities. Therefore, it is necessary to analysis of graphical dependences of the AC on the change of values of transition rates from one ICSIoT state to another showed that timely introduction of patches on software vulnerabilities of ICSIoT components significantly increases the value of the AC of the whole system and allows to increase system availability.

Markov models of ICSIoT system operation, in contrast to the existing ones, take into account the power regimes of the router and server, the impact of DDoS attacks, failures and failures of software and hardware, patching vulnerabilities of router software.
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The study results made it possible to develop and implement appropriate principles, methods, models and information technologies for assessing and ensuring the viability of ICSIoT in the fields of energy, medicine, mechanical engineering, aerospace, transport systems, etc.

The results of research of this proceeding are implemented on the following enterprises (Table 1):
– at the enterprises of energy engineering (nuclear domain), RPC Radics LLC (Kropyvnytskyi, Ukraine) and PJSC SRPA Impulse (Severodonetsk, Ukraine);
– on the development of medical equipment, LLC “XAI-MEDICA” (Kharkiv, Ukraine);
– on the development of transport systems, LLC “SPC” Railwayautomation (Kharkiv);
– at machine-building enterprise, PJSC “FED” (Kharkiv);
– on the development of aerospace systems, scientific and technical design bureau “POLISVIT” (Kharkiv);
– on the development of state regulations by the State Service for Special Communications and Information Protection of Ukraine (Kyiv);
– on the development of methodological documents and requirements for the safety of critical infrastructure, PJSC “Institute of Information Technologies” (Kharkiv);
– in the educational process of the National Aerospace University “KhAI” (Kharkiv), Pukhov Institute for Modelling in Energy Engineering (Kyiv), Volodymyr Dahl East Ukrainian National University (Severodonetsk);

Table 1 – Summary of practical implementation of research and development results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas, enterprises (organizations), systems</th>
<th>Results of research and development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Models of non-functional characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dependability models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>RPC Radics LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PJSC SRPA Impulse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>LLC “XAI-MEDICA”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport systems</td>
<td>LLC “Scientific and Production Company” Railwayautomation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>PJSC “FED”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace systems</td>
<td>EDB “POLISVIT” SSPE “Kommunar Corporation”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State regulations</td>
<td>State Service for Special Communications and Information Protection of Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PJSC “Institute of Information Technologies”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher education</td>
<td>National Aerospace University “KhAI”, Pukhov Institute for Modelling in Energy Engineering, Volodymyr Dahl East Ukrainian National University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International projects</td>
<td>TEMPUS international projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ERASMUS+ international project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP7 scientific project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizon 2020 scientific project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
— in the educational process of the universities of EU countries: Institute of Informatics and Technology Alessandro Faedo of the National Research Council of Italy ISTI-CNR (Pisa, Italy), Tallinn Technical University TallTech (Tallinn, Estonia), Leeds Beckett University LBU (Leeds, UK);

— within the implementation of international projects under the European programs TEMPUS MASTAC, SAFEGUARD, GREENCO, SEREIN, CABRIOLET, ERASMUS + (ALIOT), FP7 (KhAI-ERA) [22], Horizon 2020 (ECHO) [23], COST Action DiGForAsp [24], SPEAR [25], as well as in the implementation of national projects commissioned by the Ministry of Education and Science, the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine in 2010–2020.

The implementation in RPC Radics LLC has reduced the risks of cybersecurity violations in the development and implementation of NPP information and management systems. The implementation in PJSC SRPA Impulse allowed increasing the competence of operational personnel to ensure the protection of components of distributed intelligent power systems from cyberthreats. The completeness of cybersecurity increases by 20–30%. The implementation of the results in LLC “XAI-MEDICA” allowed automating the process of the medical device functional behavior modeling, to reduce the evaluation time and to provide recommendations for ensuring the warranty and selection of evaluation tools. The implementation in LLC “SPCompany” Railwayautomationics allowed reducing the risks of cybersecurity violations during the development and implementation of the software and hardware set “TEMP”. While using it in PJSC “FED” it was possible to reduce time costs, automate the process and increase the credibility of assessing the reliability of industrial IoT, to provide recommendations for ensuring the dependability and choice of assessment tools. The implementation of the research results in scientific and technical design bureau “POLISVIT” allowed reducing the time spent on assessing the security of systems, increasing the credibility of the assessment and confirming compliance with the requirements of technical and regulatory documentation. The implementation of the results at the PJSC “Institute of Information Technologies” has reduced the risks of cybersecurity violations in the development and implementation of cryptographic information security systems.

The use of research results at enterprises allowed obtaining technical and economic indicators that correspond to the level and exceed the best domestic and world counterparts.

The use of research results in the educational process and scientific work of the National Aerospace University “KhAI”, Pukhov Institute for Modelling in Energy Engineering, Volodymyr Dahl East Ukrainian National University, Tallinn Technical University, Institute of Informatics and Technology “Alessandro Faedo” of the National Research Council of Italy ISTI-CNR (Pisa, Italy), Leeds Beckett University (Leeds, UK), as well as in the implementation of international projects of the European programmes TEMPUS and ERASMUS+, the seventh framework program to support research activities FP7, the framework program of the European Union for Research and Innovation “Horizon 2020” funded by the EU, as well as state budget projects allowed to increase the fundamentality, clarity and practical orientation of the educational process and scientific activity.

Further research of the authors is aimed at detailing the developed models, methods and technologies to ensure the dependability of complex ICSIoT.

Research currently continues withing the ECHO project (creation of the European Network of Cyber Security Centers and the Center of Competence for Innovation and Operations). The developed methods of ensuring the dependability of complex ICSIoT’s form the basis for identifying intersectoral and transversal challenges and opportunities in cybersecurity in various sectors as health, transport, manufacturing, telecommunications, energy, finance, management, space, defense.

The results of the research, presented in this paper, will be further used and developed in the doctoral dissertation on “Methodology for ensuring the dependability of IIoT systems”, in research projects under the funding program Horizon 2020 — ECHO and STARC and in public research proceedings commissioned by the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper proposes a conception that includes a set of scientific and applied tasks for the development of methods, tools and technologies for the creation and implementation of dependable information & analytical and information & control systems for critical applications based on the Internet of Things. The following results were obtained:

1. The conception principles of ensuring the reliability of Information and control systems of critical applications based on Internet of Things, which are based on the development of von Neumann’s paradigm of creating reliable and secure systems based on sufficiently reliable and secure components.

2. The normative profile of ICSIoT was developed, which takes into account and harmonizes the list and content of requirements of international and national standards, which allow to make decisions on compliance of such systems with requirements in terms of reliability, availability, functional and cybersecurity, as well as to take them into account during development and modernization of ICSIoT.

3. Mathematical models and methods for assessing the performance, availability, functional and cybersecurity of ICSIoT were developed and researched, taking into account different types of failures and cyberattacks on systems that allow to analyze their functional behavior, improve assessment accuracy and formulate recommendations for selection hardware and software components, architecture, interaction protocols, etc.

4. Methods of creating dependable I ICSIoT for various complexes (medical, energy, industrial, communica-
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tion, etc.) and ensuring their reliability and safety in the development, modernization and use were developed.

5. Tools and information technologies to support decision-making in the creation, modernization and maintenance of ICSIoT for medical, energy, industrial, communication systems and complexes were developed and implemented.

In general, the authors obtained a number of technical and economic indicators, which are provided by the implementation of the results of scientific proceeding, correspond to the level and exceed the best domestic and world analogues.

The results of the presented study were implemented at eight enterprises of Ukraine in the fields of energy, medicine, mechanical engineering, aerospace industry, transport systems, as well as in the development of state regulations in the field of critical infrastructures. The obtained results are used in the educational process of three universities of the European Union (Estonia, Italy) and the University of Great Britain, as well as in the implementation of eleven international projects funded by the EU.

Some results of the study were also used in the development of draft regulations at the state level on the classification of critical information infrastructure by criticality and the criteria and procedure for classifying critical information infrastructure as critical. The implementation of the developed documents is an important step in building the Ukrainian state system of protection of critical information infrastructure.
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АНОТАЦIЯ

Актуальнiсть. Проблема проектування, розробки, обслуговування та введення в експлуатацiю гарантоzдатних систем, побудованих з використанням інтернету речей на основі парадигми фон Неймана про «створення надiйних систем з ненадiйних компонентiв» для надiйних сервiс-орієнтованих систем та iнфраструктур.

Метод. В статтi запропоновано концепцiю побудови гарантоzдатних систем на основi інтернету речей, проведений мультисекторальний аналiз методiв та моделей оцiнки надiйностi та кiбербезпеки (гарантоzдатностi) інформацiйно-керiвних систем критичного застосування на основi інтернету речей для рiзних доменiв: енергетичного, медичного, iндустрiального та iн. Аналiз показав, що деякi вiдомi i збi тeхнiчних заходiв i програмного заохочення, кiбератаки i пiслядi впливу атак однаковi для всiх доменiв, але iснують специфiчнi особливостi для кожного доменi, якi необхiднi враховувати при розробцi методологiї забезпечення гарантоzдатностi інформацiйно-керiвних систем критичного застосування на основi інтернету речей.

Результати. Розроблена концепцiя, методи, засоби та технологiї створення та впровадження гарантоzдатних інформацiйно-керiвних систем критичного застосування на основi інтернету речей.

Висновки. У статтi запропоновано концепцiю, яка включає набiр наукових та прикладних завдань щодо розробки методiв, засобiв та технологiй для створення та впровадження гарантоzдатних інформацiйно-аналiтичних та інформацiйно-керiвних систем критичного застосування на основi інтернету речей. Перспективи подальших дослiджень можуть включати деталiзацiю розробленiх моделей, методiв та технологiй для забезпечення надiйностi складних інформацiйно-керiвних систем критичного застосування на основi інтернету речей.
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АННОТАЦИЯ

Актуальность. Проблема проектирования, разработки, обслуживания и ввода в эксплуатацию гарантийных систем, построенных с использованием Интернета вещей на основе парадигмы Фон Неймана о «создании надежных систем из ненадежных компонентов» для надежных сервис-ориентированных систем и инфраструктур.

Метод. В статье предложена концепция построения гарантийных систем на основе Интернeta вещей, проведенный мультисекторный анализ методов и моделей оценки надежности и кибербезопасности (гарантийного обеспечения) информационно-управляющих систем критического применения на основе Интернета вещей для разных доменов: энергетического, медицинского, промышленного и др. Анализ показал, что некоторые отказы и сбои программного обеспечения, кибератаки и последействие атак одинаковы для всех доменов, но существуют специфические особенности для каждого домена, которые необходимо учитывать при разработке методологии обеспечения гарантийности систем критического применения на основе Интернета вещей.

Результаты. Разработана концепция, методы, средства и технологии создания и внедрения гарантийных информационно-управляющих систем критического применения на основе Интернета вещей.

Выводы. В статье предложена концепция, которая включает набор научных и прикладных задач по разработке методов, средств и технологий для создания и внедрения гарантийных информационно-аналитических и информационно-управляющих систем критического применения на основе Интернета вещей. Перспективы дальнейших исследований могут включать детализацию разработанных моделей, методов и технологий для обеспечения надежности сложных информационно-управляющих систем критического применения на основе Интернета вещей.

КЛЮЧЕВЫЕ СЛОВА: информационно-управляющие системы критического применения, Интернет вещей, гарантийность, кибербезопасность, функциональная безопасность.
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